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SGA rejects Burris plan
for organizational reps
By Mark Sharp
Staff Reporter
The reorganization of Student
Government Association (SGA) was
defeated at Monday's SGA meeting, 72 with one abstention.
SGA President Bill Burris explained
his proposal to reorganize at the Feb.
28 SGA meeting, although voting on
the proposal was tabled until Monday's meeting.
Burris' plan called for nine elected
officials including four directors to
replace the 13 elected senators. An oncampus, off-campus, at-large and
minority director each would have a
seven-member board under them to
solicit student input.
BURRIS SAID his plan would increase the number of student
representatives from 19 to 39. The
latter figure includes 28 appointed
board members working under the
four directors. The board members
must be approved by the elected officers and directors.
The institution of a minority director
is a "revolutionary step in Bowling
Green student government," according to Burris.
"Organizations such as the Black
Student Union (BSU) or the Union de
Estudiantes Latinos don't have any
say on SGA matters unless they solicit
our support," Burns said.
Seats on the seven-member boards

would be reserved as follows: a
representative of Residence Life
Association (RLA) under the oncampus director, a representative of
commuters under the off-campus
director, representatives from the
Interfratemity Council, Panhellenic
Council and International Students
under the at-large director and a BSU,
a Union de Estudiantes Latinos and a
Black
Interfraternity
Council
representative under the minority
director.
Burris said his proposal would
provide "expanded student government representation and concentrated
power and authority."
AFTER BURRIS presented his plan
to the senators and gallery which
included representatives from BSU,
RLA and the Commuter Center, each
senator commented on the proposal
and asked questions of Burris.
Burris told senator Timothy A.
Davis that senate projects would be
eliminated if his plan were adapted.
BSU representative Kenneth W.
Simonson suggested the treasurer and
the secretary be elected officials,
rather than appointed
Burris said he feared an elected
secretary would win because of
personal popularity and not have the
necessary typing and shorthand skills.
While Burris fielded questions from
the senators, private, informal
discussions took place among various
individuals and group representatives.

"DISTRICTING was given a chance
this year and it's not the best system
available," Burris said.
Simonson said he agreed with Burris
about the problems of the current
districting plan. "With 1,400 minority
students on this campus, there is no
possible way a minority student can
get elected to any district oncampus," Simonson said.
"Districting will not work because
it's not representative."he said.
"SGA doesn't deal with the serious
problems on this campus," Simonson
said. "Reality is that there is a racial
problem on this campus."
Burris defined an at-large director
or board member as "an independent
person not wishing to identify themselves as on or off-campus or of a
minority."
Senator Thomas H. Beers argued
that "districting does work if senators
report back to their district." Beers
asked Burris, "How can one director
represent 7.500 students if he can't see
them most of the year?"
A
RLA representative said
"Districting is more favorable to
students because senators would have
to answer to students they live with."
Burris countered with "Districting
doesn't work due to the lack of accountability."
Burris said of the seriate, "They
haven't done anything all year and
tonight is an example. SGA is a noballs organization. Quote me on that."

Springtime was DO longer a
mirage among cold, snowy days
as the tun showed mercy an m
and temperatures hit the fifties
yesterday. Footballs, baseballs
and mitts, golf clubs and even
skateboards were taken out of
storage, dusted and readied for
the new season. Making use of
practice tune afforded by the
warmer weather, Jeff H. Skelley,
senior balanced on his skateboard
on the Student Services Building
steps. Studying and class attendance slackened; spring had
returned to the ram pus.
N*w»pho*o by Gf«o Smatfod

Cultural Boost abolishment sought
By ('.ail Harris
Staff Reporter
Outdoor concerts and other activities sponsored by Cultural Boost
may be a thing of the past.
The organization, which is part of
Student Government Association
(SGAI, is in serious financial difficulty
and possibly may be dissolved, according to SGA president Bill Burris.
"It's funded by the check-off system
on freshman applications during
summer pre-registration," he said.
"The students check off a little box if

they want to donate $1 per quarter all
year to fund Cultural Boost, and no
one is doing it."
BECAUSE THE group has failed to
finance itself adequately, SGA and the
Student Activities Office have donated
funds for this year, Burris said, adding that if outside funds had not been
available, no events could have been
sponsored.
Cultural Boost was founded six
years ago to provide entertainment for
students, as the Union Activities
Organization (UAOl was not well-

Petitions for
to SGA available
Petitions are available for elected
positions in the Student Government
Association (SGA) at the SGA office,
405 Student Services Bldg. They are
due by 5 p.m. on April 7.
Elected positions include the
president, vice president, student
representative to the Board of
Trustees, state and community affairs
coordinator, economic affairs coordinator, cultural affairs coordinator,
two Union Activities Organization
directors-at-large and 13 senators.
SENATORIAL districts are: Ward
One. Harshman Quadrangle; Ward

Two, Krelscher quad and the Health
Center
annex;
Ward
Three,
Offenhauer East and West, Prout and
the French House; Ward Four,
McDonald quad; Ward Five, Rodgers,
Kohl and Conklin; Ward Six, Founders
quad; Ward Seven, sororities. Ward
Eight, fraternities; Wards Nine and
Ten, Oii-campus and three at-large
senators.
Campaigning can begin no sooner
than 8 a.m. April 12. The election will
take place from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. April
28. The winners will be announced
Friday afternoon, April 29.

organized and left much to be desired,
Burris said.
But now, with James Stofan as
director of programming for UAO,
that organization seems sufficient to
handle the University's cultural and
entertainment needs, he said. There is
no longer a need for Cultural Boost, he
said.
"Stofan's built it (UAO) up so It's
the number one programmer of
cultural events on campus," he said.
Burris said he thinks SGA should be
reorganized so that Cultural Boost is
abolished. "It's part of SGA and we
shouldn't be in the entertainment
business."
THE SGA SENATE has the final
decision on whether the group Is
reorganized, he explained. He said he
has no idea what the senators would
think about abolishing Cultural Boost.
"Right now I see it as being in
competition with UAO and there's a
lot of overlap," Burris said. "I'd like
to see it abolished, and see UAO pick
up any deficit resulting from its
abolishment."
Burris said he thinks the major
reason for the group's financial
problems is that it is unknown on
campus. He said he thinks the chances
for its survival are slim, but added he
cannot predict what will happen.
Mario G. Sansotta, coordinator of
cultural affairs and Cultural Boost,
could not be reached for comment.

NOW IN preliminary stages, phase
two proposes the construction of a
square block structure to be located
adjacent to the Life Science Building.
Rothe said the proposed facility

Sue E. Murnen, freshman: "I
plan on going skiing over 'be
weekend in Boyne Highlands,
Michigan and then I plan on going
back home and spending the rest of
the week washing windows."

Gary A. Leek, senior: "I spent
aU my money during last winter
quarter so I'll probably be working
,to make more money. I don't have
any exams so I'll be working for
two weeks."

Life science expansion proposal
features room for experiments
By Kath Kruse
Ten years after its completion, the
life science complex is in need of
expansion, according to University
Provost Kenneth W. Rothe.
The present Life Science Building,
which houses biology department
offices, laboratories and classrooms,
no longer has enough space to accommodate animals used in experiments, Rothe said.
"Anticipating growth," Rothe explained, "the complex was originally
designed in two phases. We are finally
ready to implement phase two."

would provide 5,000 square feet of
space for research animals, in addition to the 670 square feet currently
used for this purpose in the main
complex.
"The proposed building will certainly meet the present needs of the 22
faculty members and countless
graduate
assistants and undergraduates involved with animal
experimentation." Rothe said.
Of course it depends upon the
popularity of biological sciences in the
future, but I would project that with
this extension we will have enough
space for another five to 10 years."
Rothe estimated total cost of construction at somewhere between
$450,000 and {500.000, to be paid in
annual installments of $65,000 to

$70,000. The money will be pledged
from the educational budget.
He added that if the proposed
facility is approved by University
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. and the
Board of Trustees. It will reach the
Educational Budget Committee by
early summer.

Weather
Sunny today, with a high in the
mid-SOs. Partly cloudy tonight and
tomorrow. Low tonight In the low
40s. High tomorrow In the mid to
upper (Os.

news
views

"What are you doing during
spring break?"
A random sampling of people
walking by the Union yesterday
revealed that, contrary to popular
belief, not every University student
will be spending spring break
soaking up the rays in Florida.
Of the 16 questioned for news
views, nine said they were planning
trips, five said they would be
working, one said he would be
finishing an incomplete course and
one said she had no plans other
than going home. Of the nine that
were planning trips, only three said
they were going to Florida. Two
said they were going to New York
City, one to Texas, one to Jamaica
and one to Michigan to ski. Still
another said only. "I'm going to try
and get far away."
HWfllai by Cf*g Sm—»qd

Jerry Fltzpatrick. Junior: "I
think I'll go home and complete an
incomplete that I'm taking in
History 409.1 have to write a paper
so that ought to keep me occupied."

Mike N. Gaibarro, junior: "I'm
going to Fort Lauderdale with four
of my friends and we'll Just party
down there. Should be a pretty
good time. I'm looking forward to
It."

Michael D. Locex, assistant
professor French: "We're going to
go visit our family and then I'll
come back to prepare classes for
next quarter. We professors work
harder over vacation than we do
during the quarter. That's why we
never work during the quarter."

opinion

'judgment is founded on truth...'

speaking out

sunset soon
Do you know how much money is watted every year on outdated,
repetitive and useless Ohio agencies?
Millions of dollars. Money that could be spent on new Ohio agencies
or added lo present programs, such as education, which are in
desperate need ol funds. Money that should not be wasted.
Instead, funds flow to agencies such as the Canal Land Authority,
which spends more than S300.000 on studies which show the state's
canals are no longer navigable.
Big deal. We've known that for years.
Another agency, the Ohio Power Siting Commission, reviews
proposed plans for nuclear power plants In Ohio, obviously a
necessary job. The only catch is that another agency, the Public
Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) also reviews all nuclear projects
and has final authority.
Duplication and waste.
So, to slop ihe waste of precious state funds, the Ohio General
Assembly should work quickly on several proposals to pass a sunset
law, u statute which would examine state agencies periodically to
decided II they should be changed, combined or completely
eliminated. A similar law enacted In Colorado last April has already
begun to save money.
Why hasn't Ohio passed a sunset law? We've tried. But time and
time again different factions have blocked passage by insisting that
review of ihe agencies occur every six years rather than every five
vears But when you get down to It, it doesn't really matter.
A sunset law is needed. The Governor's task force has determined
(hat 89 agencies could be consolidated, changed or abolished. Several
proposals, including a bill proposed by State Sen. Marlgene
Valiqucttr. (D-Toledo) are workable sunset laws.
Let's gel on it. We do not need to know if Ohio canals are navigable.
Bui we do need money for education and we need it now. Settle petty
differences and cut red tape. Pass an Ohio sunset law.

sga's strengths, faults cited
By Mark Sharp
Staff Reporter
"We've got a problem here." Tom
Beers, SGA senator said at Monday's
meeting.
Yes, Tom-I believe there Is a
definite problem with SGA.
Having covered SGA meetings all
quarter long of which I have only
missed one of them (a better attendance record than many SGA
senators, I'll bet), I have found the
organization as a whole to be worthless in many aspects.
WHEN CERTAIN senators do not
even bother to show up for meetings
without giving a written excuse as
they're required to, is SGA truly
representative to the student body?
When a certain senator's major
project is the recruiting of incoming
freshmen, a responsibility of the
admissions office, is SGA serving the
student's needs?
When a certain senator is more
interested in leaving a meeting rather
than the outcome of an important

decision to be voted on, is SGA a
worthwile organization for student
support and funding?
When a certain senator throws
paper triangles (footballs) across the
table at one of his senatorial buddies,
is SGA helping students with problems
they confront here at the University?
The answer to all the above
questions is a resounding NO!
Before the first time I covered an
SGA meeting I had heard from other
people that SGA is a do-nothing group
using their positions as resume fillers.
NOW, 10 weeks later, my observations have, for the most part,
reinforced that.
Of the former 13 senators (now 10 or
11—I lost track), only three or four did
anything worthwhile all quarter in
terms of receiving student input from
his district and responding to student
needs.
SGA President Bill Burns has been
the target of much abuse this quarter
through the media, particularly the
News. From one standpoint, I feel it
was justified. His childish antics of
attempting to make "the News feel

frustrated" by calling a closed
meeting was uncalled for and totally
pointless.
On the other side of the coin, Burns
has displayed enthusiasm or at least a
determination to work and to try to
accomplish constructive ideas and
projects.
WHILE SGA senators were
reporting on their menial projects for
the most part. Burns was expecting
much more from them.
I can understand Bill's disappointment with SGA senators as the
districting plan did not seem to
represent students.
Although Burns has suffered the
most criticism this quarter, with the
possible exception of Mark Kerns,
student representative to the Board of
Trustees, I believe he has done more
work than anyone else involved with
SGA.
What happened at Monday's SGA
meeting was. according to Burris. a
showcase for students interested in
running for SGA positions next year.

AND I agree with Burris on this
point. To a casual observer, someone
such as Bob Wolf may seem to be a
concerned student. But I see him as a
student trying to get his name in print,
sort of a stepping stone to a possible
SGA Presideny?
Earlier in the quarter, the News
called for Burris to resign. I feel the
exact opposite sentiment. At least
Burris does work and attempt to get
things done.
Burris' plan to reorganize SGA was
his way of improving student
government, as I see it. And the
senators defeated his proposal
because they backed down to pressure
put upon them by groups in attendance at Monday's meeting. This
seems to reflect how unrepresentative
SGA is of the student body.
I can see problems with Bill's
proposal but I do not see anyone else
coming up with an alternative solution
to the problem. Maybe now they will.
And maybe now it's too late. I can't
help but think students have lost all
respect for SGA as a viable
organization. I hope this is not the
case.

Letters
hunger
Than is no food shortage in the
world. With current production, there
is more than enough food to feed all
the people. Yet, there are starving
people. Malnutrition exists even in our
own country. To understand why this
situation exists, we need to look at
consumption patterns, distribution of
food, production technology, dietary
habits, and a host of other issues.
The complexity of the issues involved and (lie continued need to pass
from specific action to a global view
should be an unportant consideration.
The world food situation is a
problem It appears from the host of
statistical and personal evidence given
that overall, hunger is a problem
suffered by the poor. If you have
money, even in the most faminerlitfen lands, you can get food. This
situation is not ever likely to change,
just as poverty itself may never be
completely eradicated. The question
then becomes. "What long-range efforts are really going to make a difference""
Much of the United States' approach
to this problem has been 1) to develop
the poor countries, 2) to limit
population growth, and 3) to increase
food production. This type of answer
Is, of course, based on U.S. prejudices
ui economics and sociology.
It is al1 loo often energy-expensive,
heavily weighed towards industrial
growth, and inappropriate for the
social and ecological setting. A case in
point is the so-called "Green
Revolution." which intends to increase
production by improving the genetic
capabilities of the crops. In recent
years, this lias had a great Impact on
food production, but the "Green
Revolution" is dependent on the use of
fertilizer, is generally aimed towards

cash crop production, and depends
heavily on fuel usage. This means that
with fuel prices rising, the costs will
become prohibitive.
Perhaps the biggest drawback to
our development programs is that
they have been designed so that they
mainly benefit the rich. Often cash
crops (cacao, cola, sugar, to name a
few) are the most stressed
agricultural products, because these
will bring a larger return
With more and more land devoted to
cash crop production using less labor,
the cities grow and jobs must be
provided mainly through industry.
Again, the beneficiaries are the stockholders, who reap profits from cheap
labor.
The kinds of answers that are
beginning to make sense require that
we (the U.S.) take stock of our life
patterns. We must begin to look at the
world as a limited resource system
that will lose its life-sustaining
capacity without careful management.
We in the U.S. will have to begin to
change our consumption and
production patterns and give up the
idea that the only good economy is a
growing economy.
This does not have to be an arduous
task with a lot of self-sacrifice, we can
improve the quality of our lives.
Lorin Cope
215 ManviUe No. 6

faith
Recently I have had many opportunities to rejoice, seeing letters in
this section of the News witnessing to
the reality of Jesus and the works of
the Holy Spirit that are going on in
these days.
I know that my brothers and sisters

in Christ feel the same way, but I see
puzzlement and unease on the faces of
other readers when confronted with
such testimony. These adverse
reactions to Jesus are explained by
the Bible in John, Chapter 3 (among
other places in the scriptures). Verses
16 through 21 of the Revised Standard Version of the Bible state:
16 For God so loved the world that
he gave his only Son. that whoever
believes in him should not perish but
have eternal life.
17 For God sent the Son into the
world, not to condemn the world, but
that the world might be saved through
him.
18 He who believes in him is not
condemned; he who does not believe is
condemned already, because he has
not believed in the name of the only
Son of God.
19 And this is the judgement, that
the light has come into the world, and
men loved darkness rather than light,
because their deeds were evil.
20 For everyone who does evil hates
the light, and does not come to the
light, lest his deeds should be exposed.
21 But he who does what is true
comes to the light, that it may be
clearly seen that his deeds have been
wrought in God.
The point is, that Jesus doesn't
condemn you - you're already condemned if you don't believe in him.
And if you say that yo believe in him
and are still uneasy when you read
these letters, read Matthew 7:21,
which indicates that only he who does
the will of the Father shall enter the
kingdom of heaven. In other words, a
belief isn't true held unless it directs
the life of the believer.
The Good News is that no one need
be condemned, for salvation is come
to you who truly believe that Jesus is
the Son of God.
Rob Harms
128 S. College Dr.

film
I just wanted to show my appreciation for the wonderful film
which was shown at the Kreisher
cafeteria on Valentines Day.
Not only was the film the worst
movie I've ever seen, but the poorest
rated one of all. The movie, "Fanny
H1U" was enough to send pornography
back twenty years.
If you don't want to get choice
movies then try something like "The
Three Stooges."
Jeff Jones
220 Bromfield

Board are examples of beneficial
programs initiated by SGA this year.
The shoddy excuse of Bill Burris's
changing meetings hardly warrants
the resignation of a good student
representative. Such a decision is
totally Bill's prerogative. Anyone
taking the time to notice, knows that
his efforts have been appreciated by
Administrators on this campus and
other involved students.

treatment at Health Services. It can
be completed at that time or mailed to
the Health Services through campus
mail.
We would greatly appreciate your
help so that we can adequately
representr your feelings.

As for The BG News, the
questionable decision to print a four
page newspaper a few weeks ago was
a timely attempted duping of the
students. Funny, this is the season of
ACGFA. Think about it.

religion

John Grim

In regard to the letter of "warning"
printed in this column on March 4.
The writer seemed to have very good
intentions, and I applaud his efforts,
however misguided they were.

Editor's Note: Anyone who knows
anything about a newspaper knows
that the size of paper Is determined by
the amount of advertising revenue.
The recent occasional four-page News
is due entirely to the amount of advertising required to avoid a financial
loss. It has absolutely nothing to do
with recent general fee fund requests.

Through my life I have studied
many religions and doctrines of the
world trying to find the one which
would free man. as Jesus was, of his
material limitations. I believe that I
have finally found a religion that does
this, basing its entire philosophy on
"love". However, this is not a letter
on my ideas about religion.

comments
I'm tired, tired of the constant
bickering between the BG News and
the SGA Thank you News for informing .us that the AP wire service
has been discontinued. Can we expect
more sophomoric name-calling between the two campus ineffectuals to
provide us with filler?
BG News, you state that the SGA is
useless and unrepresentative, yet, in
the same paragraph print that it was
a very small minority that even
bothered to vote in the SGA election.
Did you expect a miniscule portion of
the student body to elect a person
truly representative of the whole? It
seems apparent that the SGA
president is representative of the
populace that supported him. You
disagree with him? Fine, why?
Please, no more parallels between the
SGA and Nixon Administration's
Watergate-cheap and immature.
SGA president, your problem isn't
the press, it's the students-a majority
who are apathetic and a large body
that feels misrepresented. Perhaps it
would be wise to intelligently use the
press to foster student body concern
over the lack of student governing
power.
You, the reader, yes I'm just as
tired as you are of the weak student
government and the poor quality of
The BG News. I too would like the
paper to be representative of the
student body. I too expect relevant
and-or humorous photojournalism (no
more front page pictures of associate
professors walking across railroad
tracks or light being replaced in
McDonald signs.)
I too expect quality In both of these
positions of leadership.
Its apparent that I expect too much.
BG News, SGA "Why don't you two
kids run out and play." The fact is
that neither of you amount to much at
all.
Thomas K. Smith
5423 Ravenwood
Toledo

bad request
This year the Student Government
Association has moved leaps and
bounds in getting students a fair deal

ONt PROfA OSTO QN* FRO\ QKAMAMUS. ONE Btt* 3W ONE flm WKRN &m!Z£*££t££i
*£ FKOM TORRTJOS. TWtU/E f$rA ipi fttflN AND NOTVtiNG WRJs rfBM S/WRCV ■*.*■*■»* J*r,,|jff

Wilbur V. Arnold
Chairman-Health Services
Advisory Committee

survey
The Health Services Advisory
Committee is a student-faculty
committee which provides input to the
University Health Center (now called
University Health Services).
We have developed a survey which
should prove useful in assisting the
committee to better represent student
feelings toward changes and continuation of present services. The
survey will be handed out by the
receptionist at the completion of

I only want to say that you, as an
individual, should not be dissuaded
from looking for a doctrine that
satisfies your personal needs. If you
feel a lack of "Spiritual Enlightenment", look beyond the established
"Christian" churches that seem to
limit the individuals expression and
growth spiritually.
Don't be misled into a life of
hypocritical unaction. Look for a faith
that you can become a part of, but
don't close your eyes to the others.
RhettRinne
212 Bromfield
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RLA rejects SGA revamp;
applauds 'Superstar' idea
By Jamie Pierman
Student Government Association iSGA)
and Stroh's beer were the major topics of
discussion at the Residence Life
Association (RLA) meeting Monday
night.
Several members of RLA called for
representation at Monday's SGA
meeting. SGA defeated a reorganization
plan, proposed by SGA president Bill
Burns Burris's proposal called for a
reduction of elected senators from 13 to
four. The four senators would consist of
an on-campus, off-campus, minority and
one at-large representative. RLA said
they thought the plan would not provide
adequate representation for on campus
residents.
William J Kililer. Inter-fraternity
council representative, said "The only
way to get representation is to have a

Job-hunt experts offer tips to seekers
of employment in broadcast, print media

good showing at tonight's SGA meeting.
If not. SGA won't be able to represent the
students on campus as fully."

By Chris Bielskl

SEVERAL RLA members volunteered
to attend the SGA meeting. The proposal
was defeated, 7-2, with one abstention.
A representative from the Stroh's
Brewery Co. presented a film, "Stroh's
Superstars" to RLA. Stroh's possibly will
be sponsoring a tournament fashioned
after ABC television's "Superstars"
program, at the University during Greek
Week. Events will include a frisbee toss,
bubblegum blowing, hula hoop, Jump
rope and paddle ball. Prizes will include
a 10 speed bicycle.
RLA said they would be interested in
organizing teams from the residence
halls to compete in the tournament,
however, the dates for Greek Week have
not been scheduled yet.

Students were informed
about the pros and cons of
job hunting in the media at
a job hunters' panel
sponsored by Women In
Communications. Inc. last
week.
Six
professionals
representing the broadcast
and print media offered
suggestions to students on
how to get their first jobs
and how to interview for
internships.
Sandy Goldberg, general
manager of WLAJR Radio in
Toledo, told students and
faculty that grades are not
important in landing that
first job.

Day in Review
From Associated Press Reports in Cooperation with WBGU-TV

Gunman asks for Carter
Warrensville Heights Police Chief
Craig Merchant said yesterday
authorities "are still awaiting that return
call from the White House" that black
gunman Cory Moore has demanded.
Moore is holding Police Captain Leo
Keglovic hostage in the Warrensville
Heights City Hall and is armed with the
officer's weapon as well as a handgun of
his own.
Merchant said local authorities have
contacted the White House through the
Secret Service but have not been told
when to expect a return call.
Charles McKinnon, head of the
Cleveland office of the FBI said that if
Moore talks to the President, "he will
come out."
Moore is monitoring television news
coverage while keeping Keglovic captive.
He said he wants an end to white oppression of blacks and has ordered that
all whites leave the Earth within seven
days.

slim chance that anyone will be found
alive.
A drill broke through Big Lick
Mountain into the mine late Monday,
allowing rescue crews to lower an intercommunications probe into the area
where 10 men were trapped a week ago.
Only one man. rescued Sunday, is
known to have survived.

Columbus plan needed
A federal judge has found city and
state boards of education guilty of
fostering racial segregation in the
Columbus school district.
District Court judge Robert Duncan
gave officials of Ohio's second largest
school district 90 days to propose their
own remedy to segregation in time for
the 1977-78 school year.
The decision was handed down in the
case of black Columbus student Gary
Penick.

"THERE IS LITTLE
difference between an A
student and a B student, or
a B student and a C
student,"
Goldberg
said."There are more
important things, such as
experience."
He said a person's most
important job is always the
first job because this is
when a lot of basic ideas
are formed.
Robert Osterman. Editor
of Marathon Oil external
magazine, said students
interested in pursuing a
career in magazine journalism should have an area
of expertise they can write
about because today's
market is geared to special
interest magazines.
Griffith
Watkins,
president of Flournoy &
Gibbs Public Relations
Agency in Toledo, said
writing is the basic skill for
all communicators.

Biological tests revealed

Electronic equipment was lowered
more than 400 feet through a Pennsylvania mountain today, but it failed to
uncover any signs that five trapped coal
miners might still be alive.
Federal mining safety official John
Shutack said the families of the missing
five have been told there is only a very

The army gave a Senate committee
yesterday a complicated-and censoredreport on its controversial programs of
biological warfare. The report shows that
the Army conducted more than 200 open
air tests in its germ warfare research
program in the U.S. in a 20-year-period
ending in 1969.

0

Mr. Bojangles

*
*

. NiteClub .

*
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AVAILABLE FOR TEAS
Across from Frischs

%

COCKTAIL HR. WITH REDUCED PRICES
From
4:30-6:30
Completely Remodeled
LARGE DANCE FLOOR
UVE MUS C

*
*
*
*
*
*

DISCO Every week: '
' ' Univ. Sound system *
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
*

*
*
*
*
*
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SENIOR EDITOR
MEN'S SPORTS EDITOR
WOMEN'S SPORTS EDITOR
GRAPHICS EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
WRITERS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
GENERAL STAFF
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$DOLLAR DAY$
ROAST BEEF & FRIES
Enjoy Roy's famous Roast Beef Sandwich; tender, juicy
roast round of beef sliced thin and stacked high on a
sesame bun, with Cowboy Fries.

Reg. $1.34

good March 9 only

Restaurants

Wooster& Summit

social, pastoral and other
service mmittnes

Br. Thomas Maddix, CSC
Bo* 300 Notte Dame IN 4&5S6

nnil inlroiluein-.

Rich VeUnsky• -Tim McCloskej
\rVDTHETANK FARM JAM BAM)
8:00 P.M.

Sunday. April 3 Grond Ballroom
TICKETS ONlYONtDOUAH

FALCON "CRAM"
SPECIAL
.

. _ ,_
y $3.49

on,

A Special From Us To You
"Carry Out Only"

RESTAURANT
1450 E. Wooster St.

THE ENERGY CRISIS
FACT OR FICTION?

A Free Public Debate
Two B.G.S.U. Forensic Coaches
Will Debate The Topic:
"RESOLVED: That the Energy Shortage
is artificial and contrived."
Will it last? Are there solutions? Express your viewpoint.
There will be a question & answer period
following the debate.

Thursday, March 10, 1977—7:30 p.m.

Roy Rogers

Responding through educational, health,

Availobloot: Union TickvtOHic. I,ml,.,, SondboiWcit

• •••••••*••••••••••••• ****¥*****¥*******.***.*.

Wednesday

BROTHERS OF
HOLY CROSS

Applications are now being accepted at The
KEY office for Spring quarter positions. Come
to 310 S.S. bldg. by Fri. March 11.

Extra garnished sandwiches will be 10' each

m

"I HAVE CAUED YOU BY YOUR NAME

BE A PART OF THE KEY!

Six Pack To Go
6 Hamburgers
1 lb. French Fries

*
*

Nighswander, a 1973
University graduate,
recently named Ohio News
Photographer of the Year
by
the
Ohio
News
Photographers Association
showed slides of the
photographs she used in her
portfolio when interviewing.

announces llw return of

¥¥¥********¥¥*¥*******
*

terviewing for jobs in
photojournalism should be
very careful to not include a
weak photograph in their
portfolio.
"It makes it look like you
can't judge between a good
and a bad photograph," she
said.

CULTURAL B0DST

1-800-438-5534

• •••••••••••••***•*•*•

c

"THE
BROADER
background a person has in
the fundamentals, the better
he can react to changing
times." Watkins said."A
person must have both
variety and flexibility."
Jack Cairns, city editor of
The Blade, a Toledo
newspaper, stressed that
students interviewing for
jobs should always be
prompt and bring a resume.
He said that when hiring
a student for a job or Internship, he is most interested in the courses the

lOLI FREE 9 am 10 pm

*

893 S. Main St.

He said that for a person
to succeed in the public
relations
business.
a
background in economics
and marketing is important.

student has taken besides
journalism.
"A diversed background
is important for the journalist." Cairns said.
He said he is interested in
students who know the
language, can write a
simple declarative sentence
and who are,"dedicated to
gathering the facts."
Mel Martin from WTOLTV in Toledo, said there are
very few Job opportunities
in TV broadcasting and 99
per cent of the time applicants are not qualified.
"WE ARE LOOKING for
people who know what's
going on in the world, and
you'd be surprised at the
number of people who don't,
Martin said.
Marcy
Lanzer
Nighswander. photographer
for The Akron Beacon
Journal, said students in-

Order your copy of the 1977 KEY today by
calling 372-0086. It will be billed to your account. ($8.75).

ABORTION
$150.00

Five miners believed dead

"If you can't write, you
can't communicate,"
Watkins said.

Pink Dogwood Room—University Union
Panel: Affirmative: Robert Rosenthal
Negative: Ralph Carbone
Moderator: Evelyn Bachman
Ocbat* Sponiorod by Mid-Arrmricon Bank and Trust Company
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'Galileo' promises reflection on life

The BIS Hews
YoMatr write; ad coppditors

By Beth Roooey

Then will be a Mtthf for all interested votantaen

The word confusion often is associated with the German
playwright Bertold Brecht. because theater experts and
novices alike aren't sure what is expected of them when
attending a Brecht play. University students will have an
opportunity to figure out Brecht when the production of the
play "Galileo" comes to the Main Auditorium Wednesday
night.
According to director Kim Brush, the main difference
between traditional plays and those of Brecht is the
"alienation effect." It is, he explained, "the idea that the

K 11 UL Sateday m 106 University Hall.

Pendleton Realty
319 E. Wooster
IS NOW LEASING FOR FALL.
Geoigetown Manor. Luther Apt..
Jefferson House, Ml. Vernon,
North Grove Gardens
and Forest Apts.
Call us at 353-3641. It does make a
difference with whom you lease.

rpOTLP.

..■..■.■■■■■■■■...■.■.■.■■•...■.■■..■.•■■.■■•■■.■■■.•.■■■.•■v.v.

axsmmsB

has all your
scuba equipment
1 for your SPRING BREAK!!
521 S. Prospect St. 352-5128
HOURS: TUES THRU SUNJSW^^^

ASK YOUR FRIENDS

audience member is not emotionally involved to the extent
that it Interferes with the person's reasoning power; his
intellectual activity."
Brush said Brecht thought traditional plays mesmerized
their audiences by arousing sympathies and producing a
catharsis effect that prevented the audience member from
analyzing the stage action, looking for right or wrong and
relating the action to his personal life.
ASSISTANT director Sarah Gabel-Kraueh cautions that
"It isn't Just a head play. Brecht incorporates some of his
philosophies and issues into his play, but he is definitely not
saying 'All of you should think the way I think.' He's saying
'Hey, this is going on in society. Think about it.' But he
doesn't divorce the emotional aspect entirely."
The play deals with the 17th century scientist Galileo,
who investigated the Copernican theory that the universe
revolved around the earth. He developed the telescope, and
disproved the theory. This conflicted with the Roman
Catholic belief that man was created in God's image, which
forced everything (including the universe) to revolve
around man. The church charged that Galileo was creating
doubt in God and the Bible, and forbade him from further
work. Galileo recanted his theory in the face of the
Inquisition, but secretly wrote his "Discoursae."
Gabel-Krauch noted that in addition to the action of the

plot, many issues and ideas are raised. "The very obvious
one at the end is the role and responsibility of the scientist;
the denial of truth for self-preservation; class struggle
between the Church and the lower classes. There's a family
issue Involved too."
Brush says "It's not just an historical drama. The issues
within the play are very relevant to today's society. The
play is about man's role In society-that man must learn to
look out for himself, and not accept what he has been told."
The play is written differently from traditional plays,
since it Is not in acts, but rather there are 15 consecutive
scenes. There Is an announcer that tells the audience what
will happen in the beginning of each scene, so that the
audience member can concentrate not on the plot, but on
the motivations of the characters.
The 87 characters will be played by 19 cast members,
attired in suggestive costume and mask. Major players
include Phil Meyer as Galileo, Diane Kondrat as Virginia,
Bif Spence as Mrs. Sarti, Mary Johantgen as young Andrea
and Mark Ferguson as the older Andrea. Marty Reilingh as
Little Monk, Chuck Swaney asFiderzoni, Mario Evans as
the Pope, Janis Porter as Cardinal Inquisitor, Don Keiper
as Sagredo and Margy Listen as the Ballad Singer.
The play will run tomorrow through Saturday In the Main
Auditorium at 8 p.m. Student reserved seat tickets are 81.

DOONESBURY

Now interviewing
sophomores
for management
opportunities

.^OQ

The United States Army is interviewing sophomores lor future positions
iis Army officer-.
Applicants are required to participate
in a six-week summer program lit Fort
Knox. Ky.. to qualify for college ROTC
courses next year. Pay for the six weekis nearly 160(1. plus travel, room and
board.
Students who complete the summer
training and enter ROTC as juniors will
accept active duty and reserve obligations upon graduation.
Koran interview appointment, contact:

3295
LE PERFORMANCE
L'ECONOMY
LE FANTASTIC RI0E41 MPG H'Way/25 City
LE FRONT WHEEL DRIVE
CALL FOR A TEST DRIVE

MIKE VORDERBURG
893-5511

Classifieds
CAMPUS CALENDAR
Wednesday March 9, 1977
Women for Women Meeting at 12:30 in the Faculty Lounge.
Union. Open to all-

$250 REBATES ON
All RENAUITS

John OVil
IS] Memorial Hull
372-2177

by Renault

IN STOCK THRU
APRIL 30

Over 200 years in the making.
No wonder
it tastes so good.

Sherman Kuhn, chief editor of Middle English Dictionary will
speak on "4 Centuries of Life and Langauge" in the River
Room, Union at 4:00 p.m.

Gay Union meeting Room 203 Hayes at 7:30 p.m. Open to all.

Sigma Phi Epsilon Rush
Party Weds. March 9th i X)
to « oo P.M. Spring break
refreshments and fun.

Student Coalition Against Racism. Come hear plans: Soweto
South African speaker at BGSU. march In Detroit against
apartheid on March 26; racist harassment of Chlcanos In N.W.
Ohio. Room 103 BA bldg.(Thursday March 10, 6:00 p.m.).

WANTED

Wanted: Volunteer reporters
and copy editors to work at
The BG News next quarter.
There will be a meeting for
volunteers
at
II
a.m.
Saturday In 106 University
Hall.

1 M. rmmt. needed to sublet
apt. sqpr. qtr. Haven House. 1
blk. from campus. $70 mo.
Furn. 352 1771.

HT*r' i
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Wanted: F. Rmmt. Spr Sum.
qtr. $50 mo. 152-6761.
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Needed: 1 F. rmmt. to live In
house close to campus. Spr.
qtr. Call Titus Realty 352-5*56
or 352 6245.
Wanted to buy: A used single
bicycle rack to be used on a
'72 Gremlin. kPh. 352-4271.
F. rmmt. needed to sublet a
furnished, n*w apt. Spr. qtr.
Call 352 4*90.
1 F. rmmt. needed Spr. qtr.
Furn apt. Avail Immed. Rent
neg. 3531331.
Lg. single room for 1 M.
Avail, now. 352-0922 ConWHiktnt location.
Needed I F. rmmt. Own
bdrm. First St. 1 mo. R*nt
FREF. Rent rwgot. Call attar
4.1524*21.

S%*e&.

1 F. rmmt. needed Spr. qtr.
house lVi blks Ir. campus. Ph.
352 2411.

Family brewers for more than 200 years.

To subl. 2 bdrm apt. Furn.
$225 mo. Include* utll. Avail.
after Mar. Ph. 312-7*40.

IHI JttOM UtWIlT COMrANY. DltlOlt, MICHIGAN ® 197*

._

M

..I

Large 4Vi Bdrm house for
summer. 116 N. Summit 152
6642

Law Society Meeting: John Cheetwood. who Is the prosecuting
attorney for Wood County, will be speaking about the functions
of his office. Room 111 BA bldg. 7:30 p.m.

LOST: Brown leather wallet
on 2 26 n with Important
papers. Please call 372-3812 or
give It to the Information desk
Union.

<

Pregnant? Want to talk?
EMPA same hrs. Ms, F 13
p.m. Tu.. W., Th.. 6:30.9:10
p.m. 352 6236.

Gripes? Get 'em out In the
open. Tonight 9 11 on the
WFAL Talk Show. 660 A.M.

LOST a. FOUND

'■

Avail now 2 bdrm apt. In
downtown B.G 2 person 1130
ea. mo 352 2857. 5 pm7:30
p.m.

Sigma Tau Delta meeting In the Faculty Lounge of the Union
st 6:00 p.m.

New
Cardboard packing
boxes, S.,M.,L.. S.S0 I. S.75.
Call 352 1183

.

What's happening? The Noon
News on WBGU FM 88 i Also
on at 6:00 and 11:55.

Spring Sorority Rush sign up.
March 8 ft. 10. Main door of
the Union, 2-6:00 P.M. Go
Greekl

SERVICES OFFERED

ml

by Garry Trudeau

F.
Spr.-Sum.
Sublet
University Village $303 qtr.
3530573.

Wanted: 1 Rmmt. for Spr.
qtr. Prefer serious student.
Prlv. bdrm. Call Brad 352
2X5.
Prairie Margins (undergrad.
lit. mag.) Is accepting short
stories, poetry and literary
reviews for the spring Issue.
Send manuscripts to 202 U.H.
mailbox. Beadllne: March JO.
1 F. rmmt. immed or Spr.,
across frm campus. 155 mo.
352 1406.
Needed 2 3 people to sublease
apt Spr. ft. Sum. Call 352 2762
or 352 2276.
HELP WANTED
Waitress Wanted. Apply In
person 945 S. Main St. between 2 and 4 p.m.
"TENNIS
PROS
AND
ASSISTANT PROS
tor
seasonal, outdoor clubs.
require good playing and
teaching
background
Call
(Ml) 654 3770, or send com
plete resume to: Col. R.
Reade, W.T.S., 640) Connecticut Avenus, Suite 1011,
Chevy Chase. MD 20015."

Cheryl Congrats on your
gymnastic endeavors last
weekend. 2nd in the region is
fantastic. Now get psyched
for FLA. Love your roomie.
Watch for the Falcon Plaza
Escape Package (see display
ad).
Laurie - Happy Belated Birthday from that Damn White
Rabbit.
Cher i, Bob showed you he was
sincere when he gave you that
Kappa Slg lavaller. That's the
key that closed the lock now
we want to see your rock. L ft.
L. Your Alpha Delt sisters.
Little Pom. and Little Pat.
Congrats on your Gamma Phi
activation! Love. Your Bigs.
Jean and Deb.
Eunie's Bar Happy Hours
Thurs. from 912 p.m. 609 S.
Main St.
Sophmores: Earn 6500 plus
Rm-Bd. and travel at our
Summer camp. No obligation.
Call 2 1477 Army ROTC.

PERSONALS

PENNY MARKS: Congrats
on your tapping into Golden
Torch. We're proud of youl
AOT Love. KD Sisters.

Xl's
Grab your dates and
with the luck of th* Irish,
you'll be more than ready for
the "Louxl" Leprechan party.

Excite yourself for Sun. ft. a
very un sober Spring at th*
Lauderdalt
Blltmorel
The
Delts.

Kappa Sigs - We sure had a
swinging time at tea. Thanks
for a great time. The Alpha
Xls.

FOR SALE

Alpha Sigma Phi Brothers:
Thanks for making th* outer
space party a cussess! I Th*
little slgs had a great time.
Congratulations Laura
Cosentino for receiving th*
Jackie
Gribbons Award.
Love, Your Sisters.
Congrats Judy, Bev ft. Kathy
for being tapped Into Golden
Torch. Love your Sisters.

WOLLENSAK
CASSETTE
DECK W. DOLBY $150. Less
then 1 yr. old. Call 3521926.
1*71 Ford Torino. $100. 3723051.
72 Datsun 240 Z AM FM Fin*
Shape $2600. 352-3422 Leave
name, no. tor Eric.
AM FM Stereo Receiver ■
Like New $95 or offer. John
352-045* or leave message 3724*06.
FOR RENT

Congrats to Keren, Deb, and
Karen on being tapped Into
Golden Torch and to Meri
mom for Honorary Golden
Torch. Lov* th* DG's
BEER BLAST! Thur*. March
10. 9 P.M.- 1 A.M. Commons
N.E.

Apt. to subl. 2 bdrm - 2
tenant*. Apt. or lg. set up for 4
tenants. Furn. all utll. paid
escept electric. Fifth St. Call
352-424* attar 6:00 p.m. or
Stop In 207 BA. Ask tor Jim or
Gen*.

Opening for 1 M or F. 114 E.
Evers. Own bdrm. S70 mo.
352 5013 ask for Tom.
1 M rmmt. needed Spr. qtr.
House close to campus. No
deposit. 172 5671.
B.G. Apts 616 8. 622 2nd
bdrm. furn. w-a-c and
heat. Upper Level $320
plus elec. Ground Level
mo. plus elec. Summer
mo. plus elec. Yr. lease
mo. plus elec. Model apt
618 2nd St. 3524205 Or
5239.

St. 2
gas
mo.
1300
$150
$250
A 4.
352

For Sum. near campus. 521 E.
Merry, 2 bdrm, turn., ac,
laundry facilities, excel cond.
$300 for entire summer. CAII
352 6447 or 352 6469.
1 F. rmmt. wanted - Spr. qtr,
$76 mo. - close to campus. 1526767.
ROCK LEDGE MANOR 650
6th at S. College. Summer
Leases, air. cond.. furn; dishwasher. 2 bdrm. 2 gull
bathrm. Terms: as low as $54
mo. per person. Call or see:
Res. Mgr. 352-364) apt. no. 2.
I bdrm apt. unfurn. $175 mo.
Util pd. except elec. 352 4360.
II to 4 p.m.

Save on energy. 2 prlv. rm*
w. bath v» blk fr. campus,
furn. Avail, now. Ph 353 3655.
Apts for 4 students. 2 bdrm.
near campus. * or 12 mo.
leases 352 7365.
2 Mobile homes furn. air
cond. Clean opposite fro9m
Towers Responsible person's
only. 12 x 60 2 bdrm. 2-3
person's avail, summer only.
10 x 50 2 bdrm. person's avail,
summer and or fall. Ph. 352
7414 after 6:30.
CAMPUS MANOR RENTING
FOR SUMMER- air. cond.
SPECIAL rates model opened
12-4:30 DAILY. Ph. 352 9302 or
352 7365 eve.
Half House 1 bdrm. for 3
students. Girls only located
on E. Wooster. 152 7165.
2 Bdrm. furn. apts.
Summer and Fall
152 1800 or 352 4671
ROCK
LEDGE
MANOR
FALL LEASES- 9 and 12 mos.
2 bdrm. 2 full bathrm. Luxury
Apts Call Res. Mgr. 352 3*41.
Sam-apm DAILY, eve 5:309:00.
HAVEN HOUSE now leasing
for Fall of 1977. No Increase
in rate from Fall of 1*76. $350
mo. Call 352 937*. Model
opened Sat. at. 1-4.
Av*ll. now Vt blk from
campus for 3 men students in
furn. nous*. All utll. pd. 353
36*5.
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'Birthday Party' creates confusion
Review by
Beth Rooney
One walked away from
the University Theater's
production of Harold Pinter's "The Birthday Party"
wondering "what happened?"
Character background
and motivation was left
entirely unexplained by the
author,
although this
production's characters
were fully fleshed and the
action followable. But
because no one knew why
the action was happening,
the movement and impact
of the play was impaired.
In part because the actors
looked just as confused as
the audience, dialogues
seemed to drag with
irrelevance
and
nonmotivation. For example,
Goldberg's monologue in
the final act was boring,
and it seemed to be merely
a useless piece of dramatic
wisdom that Pinter tossed
in for good measure.
THE
AUDIENCE
waited
impatiently for
the action scenes, for only
then did the actors take on
enthusiasm for their roles.
They can't be blamed, for it
would be difficult to get
excited over indiscernable
lines.
In a desire to compensate

for the obtuseness of the
dramatic
lines,
cast
members tended to overplay the straightforward
comedy, making the drama
unbelievable. For instance,
the attempted rape by
Stanley at the end of the
second act was ridiculous,
not powerful, because it
seemed uncharacteristic in
the light of Stanley's comic
side.
Despite such obstacles,
the cast presented a steady
and
competent
performance. There were no
brilliant characterizations,
but no failures either. The
main collective problems
were inconsistencies in
dialect, poor makeup jobs,
stereotyped characters and
slowness in some scenes.
The main offenders of the
dialect problems were Dick
Ogden as Petey and John
M. Williams as Stanley.
Ogden built his character
throughout the show, and by
the end of the third act he
was believable. But his
cockney
dialect
was
strange, and his pancake
makeup too heavily applied.
Williams intended to give
middle-class English, but
more often than not, he
slipped into American. His
conversion into an idiot was
believable, his ability to
stare without blinking
phenomenal
and
his

kooal BHefc
Marketing club
The Marketing Club will meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. in
112, Business Administration Bldg. The meeting has
been changed from the Pink Dogwood, Union.
The topic of retailing will be discussed.

Industrial ed
The Industrial Education Association will meet at 6:30
p.m. tomorrow in 105. Industrial Education and
Technology Bldg.

Dictionary lecture
Sherman Kuhn, director of a research project entitled
the "Middle English Dictionary" will speak at 4 p.m.
today in the River Room, Union.
Sponsored by the English department, the lecture is
free and open to the public.

Art show
The Islamic University Knights of the Araby Mosque
will sponsor an art show from 3 to 9 p.m. tomorrow at
1018 Broadway, Toledo.
The show is free and open to the public.

Doobie Brothers
The Doobie Brothers are scheduled to appear at the
University April 23, James Stofan. programming
director of the Union Activities Organization announced
yesterday.
Tickets will go on sale in April.

vulnerability under Interrogation frightening.
BUT HIS CHARACTER in
the first two acts was bland,
his volume low and his
movements stiff.
Although the show was
built on stereotypes, Dan
Cartledge was offensive
with
his
overblown
characterization of the
Jewish Goldberg. His
cadence of speech, nasality,
intonation and mannerisms
were a mini-study of the
traditional jokes about
Jewish men. Cartledge did
not present a character with
motivation and feelings, but
rather an epitome of the
Jewish paternal male.
David I.. Hook looked the
part of a red-headed, quicktempered Irish bouncer. His
accent was inconsistent and
warped, but since his part
mainly called for either
drinking
or
standing
ominously quiet over a
victim, his accent wasn't
obtrusive.
Hook shows promise, for
In the drinking scene his
character became real. His
main problem was the
accent and unintelligibility
during the interrogation
scene, when both he and
Cartledge spoke too fast and
too loud to be understood.

RITA MOWRY'S MEG
was the comedic mainstay
of the show. She played an
empty-headed but wellmeaning housewife, and
Mowry
fleshed
her
character with amusing
eccentric mannerisms and
accurate characteristics of
a middle-aged frowsy sex
pot.
Watching her play blindman's bluff and dancing
alone while drunk during
the birthday party was
hilarious, and she presented
the best performance by
far.
Her main problems were
poor make-up and an insincerity of character, due
to occasional problems with
dialect and deliverance of
lines.
Freshman
Valeriel
Thompson competently
played the vulnerable and
sexy Lulu, employing all the
standard mannerisms of the
traditional stage slut. She,
too, had problems with
dialect, but her main
disadvantage was a lack of
originality.
The only incohesive unit
were the doorframes, which
looked unrealistic and inconsistent with the period
look of the furniture.

Honorary assists
elderly, students
with tax forms
With a little more than a
month until April 15 and the
deadline for filing federal
income
tax
returns,
students may find they need
answers to tax questions.
Beta Alpha Psi, the accounting honorary, is offering help to any student
who needs assistance in
filling out income tax forms. The group recently
assisted elderly and lowincome persons in Wood
County.
This is the honorary's
first
year
offering
assistance, according to its
president Phillip C. Ridolfi.
He explained that they
assumed the service from
Alpha Phi Omega, the
service fraternity that offered a tax service last
year.
"WE HAVEN'T done it in
conjunction with the IRS
i Internal Revenue Service)
like they did because most
of us have had some tax
courses," he said.
Members of the honorary
also have given talks in
dormitories about tax forms

and procedures, Ridolfi
said, adding that the
sessions were well-attended.
"Right now, we're just
starting. But now we can
plan ahead and make it a
little more organized for
next year." he said.
Persons who need advice
or help with tax returns
should contact the group
through the Quantitative
Analysis and Control (QAC)
department.

Be a sport-read
tomorrow's News
Will Falcon goalie
Mike Liut become the
Central Collegiate
Hockey Assn.'s firstever all-American''
With the league playoff
finals only a day away,
sports editor Bill Estep
takes a look at the
senior's run for honors.

Director
Michael
Whitlatch said he chose the
play because it would be a
challenge to present a wellknown author in a vehicle
that was vague, because it
would make him and the

cast work to put it across
effectively.
They did do an adequate
Job. If they had only done it
a little bit better, the
confusion over the story Une
wouldn't have mattered.

LOOK AT THESE! 11
AT GRAY'S STADIUM PLAZA
SHOPPING CENTER
Prices Good Thru Sun. Mar. 13, 1977

ICE COLD BEER & POP TO GO

INTRODUCTION TO THE UBRARY
Arts and Sciences 150
Introduction to simple search strategy and to
basic reference sources. Assignments in using
Library resources.
One hour per week
S»ction0011
Section 0012

One Credit S*J

8:00 A.M. Wednesdays Spring Quarter
1:00 P.M. Wednesdays Spring Quarter

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. Phono 352-9378

MARKS-A-LOT I
Felt Tip Marker |

CASSETTE
Cartridge TAPE

Black, blue, green oi
""• coio,sRIG. S9<

I

60 Minute blank,
quality made.

2 60

I

REG. 99C

2^00
v../ v y

APARTMENT COMPLEXES
HAVEN HOUSE 1515 E. Wooster

$350.0<)/mo.

PIEDMONT - 835 High St

$280.00/mo.

BUCKEYE HOUSE 649 6th St.

GENIE Dispos-i
able
LIGHTER
Adjustable (lame, long last-

S280.00/mo.

ing. Butane.

BIRCHWOOD PLACE -

650 6th St.

*280.00/mo.

SMALL BLDGS - between

$225.00

6th & 7th East of Manvtlle

to 1260.00/mo.

FEATURES:
2 Bedroom
Gas Heat & Alrconditioning
Laundry Area In Each Bldg.
Residents pay only electric and cablevislon
Furnished & Unfurnished
Sliding Door to own Balcony or Patio
Extra Large Closets
Picnic tables and rec. areas

Bouquet, lloi.il or lilac.
Soothing bubbles. 32 or.

BUBBLING
BATH OIL
■10. ••<

RIG. 1.39

L2il!?-JL_-?iI™J
WRIGLEY GUM
7 STICK PACK

GRAY'S BABY
SHAMPOO

Spearmint, Doublemint
Or Juicy Fruit flavor.
RIO.15<

Gentle and mild.
16 ounces
RIG.*•«

2 16

2*100

SPECIAL FEATURES:
FOR ALL OF OUR RESIDENTS
USE OF BGS ONLY YEAR ROUND
INDOOR SWIMMING POOL
WITH LARGE GAME & PARTY ROOM
HUGE FIREPLACE. PING PONG & POOL
TABLES
KITCHEN FACILITIES AND BAR AREA
MODEL OPEN - COME AND SEE
OTHER RENTALS:

.ompiete Presn'Ot'on Service
Let Grays till your Prescription

Houses. Efficiencies, 1 & 2 Bedroom Aprs.
Furnished and Unfurnished

±13* L2

RENTAL OFFICE LOCATION
Eighth Street

LASALLE^S
Calculator Clearance

Napoleon

IT'S FINALLY HERE.

Save /3 Monre!
All Famous Brand Name Calculators
Ov»r 200 Units To Choose From

STUDENT UNION BOARD
OF TOLEDO UNIVERSITY PRESENTS

Orig. frit*

Kingspoint:
Just 6 SPM 100 Memory . . .
Just 8 SPM 200 Memory ...
Just 3- SC-40 Scientilic
. .

TOM PETTY AND THE HEART BREAKERS
With Special Guest MOLKIE COLE
Friday, March 11

FITNESS WORLD SPRING QUARTER
COUPON SPECIAL

8 P.M.

Student Union Auditorium Toledo University
tickets $4.50
Available at Boogie, Head Shed, Tivits (Southwyck),
and both UT Info Centers

Now thru Sunday, March 27, you can decide to get In
the best shape of your life at the special student price of
only $44.00 ($54.00 after March 27) For 10 weeks
(March 28 - June 9 ) you can enjoy the healthy benefits of
■Hydro-Spa Whirlpool
■Indoor Heated Pool
■Poolsldo Sundeck
■Hot Sauna
■Sun Lamps

■Complete Exercise Facilities
And Equipment
To schedule personal tour. Call 352-3778

some of your friends are here
WHY NOT YOU?

Fitness World Health Spa
Sevonth A High

Ph. 3524778

Open Seven Days a Week for Men & Women
coupon MM ihrv March 27. 1977

Hewlett-Packard:
Just 2 HP 22 Financial

.

Omron.
Just 4 - 86R Basic
Just 6 86M Memory
Just8-86SR Slide Rule . .

10.44
12.M
27.77

12500

60.00

19.99
29.99
39 99

8.88
toss
17.88

2999
2999
4999
49.99

12.77
12.77
15.88
15 88

. . 12.88
. 15.88
. . 19.88

888
10.88
12 88

. .
. .
.
..

. .

Canon:
Just 4 -IE 84 Basic

.

Commodore:
Just 3 MM6X Mini
Just 2 MM3S Rechargable

24.88
29.99
79.95

litronix:
Just 2 2220 Slim Line
Just 3 2230 Memory
Just 3 2260R Rechargable.
Just 3 2270 Statistical.
APF:
Just 3 Mdrk 75 Memory
Just 4-Mark 31 Slide Rule
Just 5 - Mark 50 Scientific.

Sol* Prtc •

2995

9»»

22.88
59 95

♦ .♦•
14.77

AND MANY MORE NOT LISTED

Various Brand Nam* AC Adaptors
Oddi And l»4i

Vi OFF

LASALLE*S

2001: A Bowling Green sports odyssey
it will be self-supporting," he says. Tom Kisselle is appointed head coach with Dick Young as his assistant.
Mel Brodt retires as head track coach after leading the
Falcons to yet another NCAA indoor championship. "We
still don't have a place to practice In," Brodt says in his
retirement announcement. Mark Kerns is named to replace
him.

By Dick Reef
Associate Sports Editor
I guess, after covering Falcon sports for four years, that
I've seen It ail. But that's debatable
So, as I turn in my pad and pen and retire from the
typewriter keys, here's my look, purely fictitious, at the
Bowling Green sports scene in the year 2001:
Athletic Director Hollis Moore coaxes Bruce Bellard out
of retirement after "interim" coach Pete Riesen guides the
Falcon wrestlers to their 20th straight Mid-American
Conference (MAC) title and fifth consecutive NCAA crown.
"We thought we were getting too big," Moore explains "We kind of liked it when Bruce ran the program."

Men's swimming mentor Tom Stubbs suffers his 15th
straight second-division MAC finish despite the ultramodern eight-lane, 50-meter pool in the recreation center,
still being paid for by University undergraduates.
"They should have built the corners of the pool round,"
Stubbs laments. "We have trouble turning."
Senior center Mike Hartman finally regains his eligibility
and leads the BG icers to the CCHA playoffs. Head coach
and cheerleader adviser Jim Schneider is ecstatic.

AT THE SAME TIME, Moore announces the formation of
BG's 77th intercollegiate sport, coed badminton. "We hope

THE FALCONS FINALLY win a football championship
in the expanded 25-team MAC, despite having no money
budgeted for recruiting.
Ted Toledo, who used to donate funds that were
primarily used for recruiting, now keeps the money for
gas, as he commutes daily to Ann Arbor to assist
University of Michigan head football coach Don Nehlen.
But it's to no avail, as the Wolverines finish second in the
Big Ten for the 20th straight year.
John Weinert resigns once again as head basketball
coach, this time saying, "I MEAN IT!" Pat Haley, who has
just led the University of Dayton into the NCAA final four,
is rumored as a possible successor.
"Pat knows the system here," Moore offers.
HEAD BASEBALL COACH Don Purvis announces a 190-

game slate for the upcoming season as the BG diamondmen pack their bags for trips to Florida, Hawaii, Panama
and the Phillipines. The extra money to finance the trips
came from the budget of the men's basketball team, which
hitchhiked to all 27 away games this year.
And finally, Gary Wroblewski, Norvain Morgan and
Byron Shutt are inducted into the BG Hall of Fame. At the
awards ceremony at halftime of a badminton contest.
Wroblewski, now teaching English at Harvard, makes a 45minute acceptance speech. Some R. J. Roth in the audience
demands equal time.
Morgan misses the ceremony because of a flat tire. And
Shutt, upon receiving his plaque, hurls it into the 14th row,
striking ex-BG hockey coach Ron Mason.
Later.

Vasil sparks gymnasts' finish
The season is over for
Bowling Green's women
gymnasts, but what a
season it was.
After a best-ever 8-2
campaign, the Falcons
finished second in the state
meet for the third straight
year and then last weekend
placed eighth in the 12-team
Midwest regional championships
at
Southern
Illinois University.
The
regional
finish,
highlighted by freshman
Cheryl Vasil's second-place
vault performance, was the
highest ever recorded by
the BG women.

"WE SCORED 128 points,
just three-tenths below our
season average," BG coach
Charles Simpson said, "but
we took 11 girls and only
two of them were upperclassmen."
Vasil had 9.15 and 8.95
scores In final vaulting
competition to tie for second
place, just sixth-tenths of a
point behind victorious
Nancy Thies of Illinois, a
1972 Olympian who crptured first place in every
meet event.
"There was an awful lot
of pressure on the kids in
the
finale,"
Simpson

claimed, "but Cheryl really
came through super."
Although no other BG
performer made it to the
finals, Simpson wasn't
disappointed.
'•THE COMPETITION in

this regional was tough," he
said. "It was probably the
best regional in the country.
That's why I took the young
girls, because one, they
have carried us this year,
and two, because the experience will really pay off
in the next few years."

So, while Simpson and his
young,
talented squad
anxiously
await
next
season, the BG coach admits, "I'm learning as fast
as they're learning."
It can only mean more
success in the future.-DICK
REES

Sports
■ The 311 Haws

Page!

Wednesday. March 8,1977

Women runners prep for outdoor season
ISStwtffotO by lorry Koftt

QUITE A FEAT- BG freshman Cheryl Vasll, performing a beam
routine here, last weekend placed second behind 1972 Olympian Nancy
Thles of Illinois In vaulting competition In the Midwest regional
championships. Vasll and a host of other talented freshmen return next
season for the local gymnasts.

Women cagers eliminated
The Falcon women's
basketball team completed
its season with a fourth
place finish in the Ohio
State
tournament last
weekend in Oxford.
Faced with the unenviable
task of playing three of the
top four seeded teams in the
tourney, the local cagers
defeated fourth-seeded Ohio
University (OUl Friday, 5839, but lost to tourney
winner
Ohio
State
University (OSU), 97-56,
and third-place Cincinnati,
7M2, Saturday.
"We had a very tough

steam," Liu said."Ohio
State is so strong and they
always shoot well."
The Ohio State defeat put
the Falcons in the loser's
bracket to face yet another
seeded team, third-ranked
Cincinnati, with the winner
qualifying for the regionals.
And despite a 23-point, 13rebound performance from
Bobbi Little, two hours rest
between games and three
outings in less than a day
were too much for the
Falcons, who finished the
season with 8-7 rccordBOB 111 NM Y

draw, and playing three of
the top teams in just two
days was too much," said
coach Nora Liu."We were
just too tired."
The Falcons, utilizing a
stingy defense, and Bobbi
little's 14 points and 17
rebounds, jumped out to a
quick 29-16 halftime advantage against Ol' .
The Buckeyes, wno had
defeated
BG 94-37 in
January, won again in
similar fashion.
"We stayed with them
(OSU) for the first 10
minutes, but we ran out of

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

No longer will the Falcon
women's track squad be
burdened with practicing in
the Ice Arena, the snow or
sub-zero temperatures.
No, the indoor season Is
over. Now it's on to El
Paso, Texas next weekend
and a spring trip, the highly
regarded Whittaker Track
and the outdoor campaign.
But the Falcon's first
complete indoor season was
anything but disappointing.
Far from it.
"Both our competition
and our program are
developing week by week,"
BG coach Dave Williams
said. "We competed in five
good invitationals this
winter and it's really going
to show this spring, if
everyone is healthy."
BUT DIDN'T BG finish

Ciwiwa 1*2
NOW
SHOWINOI

"Go To Florida Rush Party"

umsrmiNiil
SMIUMIWtR*

FIKS1
ARIA
SHOWING

Wednesday, March 9 7:30 - 9:00 p.m.
SPRING BREAK REFRESHMENTS -["""V
SERVED BY

ll'l W0"ll
TOMTastiu

GOLDENHEARTS IN
"FLORIDA" ATTIRE

THE TOWN
imii
DRKnOKD
8UMD0WN

I nogfl4gS
2ND
BIG

ESCAPE MfltAGI

WEEK!

ESCAPE THE NOISE OF YOUR DORM OR APARTMENT AND |
ACE YOUR EXAM BY RENTING ONE OF OUR
QUIET MODERN ROOMSI
SMCU OCCUPANCY

12.95

oomu OCCUPANCY

PACKAGE INCLUDES: *

18.95

ROOM

* HOME STYLE BREAKFAST
• CARRY OUT MEAL
(hamburger

ln*s. b»v«rog»)

Package Good Sunday, March 13 - Wed., March 16

Call Us NOW for Complete Details
^^ and Reservations: *£$ c

\4&

352-4671

FALCON PLAZA MOTEL

°***1
L 6 I RESTAURANT

ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN DORM

lOVf SIOHY
THE OOOf AIHEH
THE EXCOHCIST

fifth in an 11-team field at
last weekend's Michigan
State Invitational'' Yes, but
the results may have been a
bit deceiving.
After all, there was
Michigan suite, a thirdplace finisher at last fall's
cross country nationals, and
Wisconsin flexing their Big
Ten muscles en route to the
top two places.
"Those two teams were
awesome in the distances,"
Williams said. "Wisconsin
also finished fifth at the

cross country nationals.
And the way the meet was
set up, there was no limit on
how many people a team
could enter in one event. So
in the three-mile, Wisconsin
took first and sixth and
Michigan State finished
second, third, fourth and
fifth. And that's a lot of
points. They just shut out
the other schools,"
Nonetheless. BG still had
its moments. Like Pam
Koeth's second-place finish
In the shot nut with a

school-record toss of 38-11.
Or another school mark and
a sixth-place finish by the
880-yard relay team of
Debbie Wernert, Gail Billet,
Robin Mansfield and Debbie
Romsek in 1:48.7.
OTHER BG highlights
included: Mansfields' sixth
place tie in the 440-yard
dash in 59.8, the team's
fastest time indoors; Kathy
Hodkey's fourth place in the
shot at 34-11 and a third
place by the mile relay
quartet
of
Wernert,

Jan Samuelson, Mansfield
and Billet in4:04.5.
But now that's all behind
them. A new season looms
ahead.
"The spring trip should
help us cut down on injuries," he said. "The week
after spring break last year
we had a meet and got a lot
of injuries. Plus it helps to
practice
in
warmer
weather. Today's nice, but
the season is over."
Or is it just beglnnlng?BILL ESTEP

PLAIN TALK
FROM ARMCO ON
FINDING A JOB:
How hiring you
can cost somebody
$42,168
Whatever America's unemployment
rate. WAIMftWiil us now hold iohs.
I h.n won't mean much when you look
for a job, yourself. You'll have tough
competition. You're among IS.IKIMJrt)
»io/, Americans looking lor work over
Ihe next len sears. I hal s hint nian>
IN'H jobs America musi create, includ
inc. sours.
It's polity IOCOKI a lot of money.
Before sou gel a dime ol salary who
ever hires you will have (o buy tools.
office space (actors equipment ami
buildings the things it takes lo let sou
Jo vour job. The average cost to com
panics is now S42.HsN (or c..Kh |olv
V\c don't mean vou can't he hired
until vour employer finds cv.icilv
S42.IIV*. Vou might walk into an existing
job. Hut don't count on it Not vviih
IKjtMKMKIU competitors Si>nic it-nipa
rues can hire you lor less than S4?.llvrS.
Bui oihers heavy imlusirv. for
i instance need much more At Armco.
our cost is now 15.VH1) u |otl
I h.u money must come from
whatever a company has left over ufiei
evpenscs. In oihcr words. Irom prolits
A company ii.i_c.hi burrow .ig.unsi future prolits to make you a job. Hut
Mill, profits pay f,,r |,ihs because that's
the only source companies have
II vou asked vour Iriemls how
much the average IS company clears
in profits on each dollar of sales,
chances are many of ihem would guess
_>• or more Ihe Irulh is sc ,,r less
null's not much to put to work lo
make new |ol>s.

Plain talk
about PROFITS

•Armco's
plain talk on
how to get a job
We've col a free booklet lo help you
get a |oh I Isc it to sel yourself apart,
above Ihe crowd. We answer Ml key
questions you II need loknow. like why
you should hone up on companies vou
like. What lo do iiiYc-l the first interview Hints. io make you a more aggressivc. utlruclivc job candidate All
prepared for Amtco by a consulting
firm spcciali/ing in business recruiting,
wuh help from the placement siaff of
a leading university.
Send for your free copy of //W m
(irt uJnh Write Arnico Steel Coriior
aiion. fjluculion.il Relations Dcpt..
General Ofliccs. U-|, Middleiown.
(Ihio -4SIM V ()ur supply is limited, so
write now.

ARMCO

V

Over our company's ''"'-year history.
Armco has averaged SC profit on each
dollar of sales. We pay out part of our
earnings immediately in dividends to
Armco's Itm.OO shareholders. So out
of each nickel, we have perhaps .1c
lefi I.I invest in new |ol>s
Building SSS.nfKl jote-Sc M .,
time is tough. At this rate, we must
sell another SI.KStMIIIO wrorth of
products and services to clear enough
money for a single new job. Thai's
why heller profits are important. They
make more |ohs. Even Government
lobs. The (iovcrnmeni's money comes
from laves on all of us who work.
Ncsi time some known all sneers
at ''money-grubbing business', ask him
whai he'd do without it. He's sneering
at his own job chances, and yours.

Armco wants vour plain
talk about profits and Jobs
Does our message make sense? We'd
like to know what .mi think. Your
personal experiences. Facts to prove
or disprove our point. Drop as a line.
Well send you hack a more detailed
report on profits and )obs. Our offer of
//m.it, (HI„ J„b. above, tells you how
l< > write us Let us hear from you. We've
all DM a stake in more American jobs.

